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As the duration goes on, you can certainly say that it's no longer books alone are essential in terms of learning on a regular classroom set up. You could see students having their cellular phones for researches, the teachers having their computer/laptop plus a projector for discussions. Those gadgets are readily available almost everywhere else. The use of these technologies is considerably effective and efficient. Aside from these technologies, we can also rely on the paperbacks, newsletters, articles and any forms of write-ups. Even short films made by amateurs can also be a source of learnings, or an aid to inculcate knowledge.

There are several types of media to be used in education effectively. Even a single picture is considered a form of media which may help in introducing learning even to younger minds. And apparently, the inclusion of these materials to any form or classification of discussion turned out to be effective for all ages. Any form of media, whether colored or black and white, short movies, music, printed or recorded could easily catch the attention of the learners and they could achieve a higher rate of learnings compare to those instances that did not even use a single piece of medium.

And so, for us educators, it is a must to upgrade ourselves. It is a responsibility to be considered that we should adopt the technologies. Insecurities may lead us to negativities and these technologies though have their rapid changes, cannot even deny their influence.
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